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Abstract Following the linearized attenuation tomography from our previous study (Pejic´ et al., 2017,
https://doi.org/10.1002/2016JB013692), we perform hierarchical transdimensional Bayesian tomography
of the upper ≈ 400 km of the inner core, using 398 globally distributed t∗ estimates. The results are in good
agreement with the ones obtained through linearized tomography: they show more complex attenuation
pattern than the purely hemispherical one, and the noise estimated from the hierarchical inversion is
in good agreement with estimates obtained from the Discrepancy Principle in the previous study. The
attenuation pattern we observe gives more weight to the geodynamical models that couple the thermal
anomalies of the lowermost mantle to the inner core boundary.
1. Introduction
The inner core of the Earth is one of the few remaining research puzzles within deep Earth sciences. While
our understanding of its structure and dynamics have improved over the last two decades, ongoing debates
still allow for two or more scenarios of the inner core's dynamics that explain the observed seismic phe-
nomena equally well. Pejic´ et al. (2017) provide a summary of recent findings and theories that were used to
explain them and perform a linearized attenuation tomography using a data set of PKIKP and PKPbc phases.
Seismic tomography is a common tool used in exploration of deep Earth structure and composition. Earth
models are mostly parameterized as uniform cells in 2-D or 3-D, whose size and shape are fixed in advance.
The size of the cells is a trade-off between the resolution and the uncertainty of the model; larger cells will
yield smaller uncertainty at the expense of resolution (Backus & Gilbert, 1968). A major problem with seis-
mic tomography is that it largely depends on the locations of sources (earthquake events) and receivers
(seismic stations), both of which are unevenly distributed across the globe. The result is an irregular spa-
tial distribution of information gathered in seismic tomography—while some regions will be traversed by
a great number of seismic rays, others will have little or no information at all. As a consequence, imposing
a regular global grid and a fixed number of parameters in tomographic studies will often result in intro-
ducing spurious artifacts in regions of low ray coverage, where the particular property being investigated is
poorly constrained. This effect is usually mitigated by some form of regularization, for example, damping
or smoothing. However, these methods are global in character, that is, they affect the entire model, so while
averaging over large scales to suppress the overall effect of poorly covered regions, global regularization can
completely mask small-scale features that could otherwise be resolved.
Seismologists have used irregular meshes in the past to work around this problem (Sambridge & Rawlinson,
2005, provide a review); however, in most of these studies the number of parameters is fixed in advance.
Treating the number of unknown parameters as a parameter itself has received more attention in Earth
sciences over the past decade. In this type of approach the parameterization is then determined by the data
itself and the number of unknowns is a variable being inverted for by the tomographic algorithm.
In our previous study (Pejic´ et al., 2017), we have used probabilistic framework and least squares method to
perform tomography of the upper inner core imposing a regular grid of 45◦ in size and two separate regular-
ization techniques (damping and smoothing). Due to our irregular (and sparse in some regions) coverage
of the upper inner core, this has, for example, resulted in an unrealistically high attenuation beneath South
America. This is a good example of how global regularization can affect the results in a mixed-determined
problem. Using smaller cells to better resolve the well-covered regions in our model would only amplify this
problem, and the associated uncertainties would be even higher than those reported, while using larger cells
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Figure 1. An example of Voronoi cells (in different colors) and their nodes
(black circles) after a number of iterations of the transdimensional
algorithm. The projection used allows to inspect the model from all
perspectives including the polar ones.
would smooth out the results considerably and provide a false impression
of the (good) resolution. These are the reasons why we decided to apply
a transdimensional tomographic inversion to our problem.
1.1. Brief Overview of Transdimensional Methods
In a Bayesian formulation the inference is based on the so-called a poste-
riori probability distribution function of the unknownmodel parameters.
It describes the probability of the model parameters given the observed
data. Optimization schemes like the one used in Pejic´ et al. (2017) only
provide a single model as a solution to the problem. This model is com-
monly an optimal set of parameters that maximize the fit of the predicted
data to the observations (i.e., the likelihood function). Bayesian solu-
tions, on the other hand, provide a whole ensemble of models, which
may contain more information than just a single model. It allows for a
more comprehensive assessment of model parameters and their uncer-
tainties and calculation of common statistical quantities such as mode,
mean, median, and variance, which can be computed from the ensemble
of models. In transdimensional tomography the solution is an ensemble
ofmodels of differing parameterizations. Itmay seem that this would lead
to highly complexmodels (with a large number of parameters) to provide
the best data fit; however, a fundamental property of Bayesian inference
is the so-called “natural parsimony,” i.e., the preference for models of
complexity that is sufficient to explain the observations. Given a choice
between a simple and complex model that fits the data equally well, the
simpler model will be preferred. This is because a more complex model
(one with more free parameters) will, after normalization, have a lower
predictive probability within the data range covered by both the complex
and the simple models (Mackay, 2003; Sambridge et al., 2006).
In this study we show tomographic results using a transdimensional algorithm for the problem of atten-
uation in the upper inner core. Young et al. (2013) have previously modeled the lowermost mantle using
Cartesian Voronoi cells. To account for periodicity over longitude, they have duplicated the data set and
shifted it by 360◦. In their approach the model space was defined on a flat projection and made to range
between −360◦ and +360◦, and once cropped to the range of −180◦ to +180◦ and wrapped around, the
“seams” of the model would match. In this study, we use Voronoi cells on the surface of a sphere of uni-
form thickness, which we will refer to as the “spherical” Voronoi cells. The spherical Voronoi cells form an
irregular mesh that directly partitions a spherical surface. Since the model is defined on the sphere, rather
than a flat projection, this prevents distortion at the poles since there are no singularities as in the case of
Cartesian approach. An example of Voronoi cells after a number of iterations is shown in Figure 1. The pro-
jection used in Figure 1 is a way of presenting variations of properties in the inner core from all perspectives,
including the polar ones, because it was previously documented that the velocity and attenuation structure
is hemispherical (see discussion of various geodynamical inner core models in section 7). Additionally, the
idea of spatially averaging many piecewise Voronoi cells to produce a smooth field is discussed in detail
in Bodin and Sambridge (2009) and illustrated in their Figure 8. We will use this projection to show our
inverted attenuation models. Our algorithm is implementing Hierarchical Bayes transdimensional method
(Bodin et al., 2012; Dettmer et al., 2010; Malinverno & Briggs, 2004) where the data noise is also treated as a
parameter of the inversion. When the expectations of a posterior distribution are computed, all these mod-
els with variable geometries are overlapped to combine into one smooth solution with no need for explicit
regularization (Bodin et al., 2012; Malinverno, 2002).
2. Data
The data set used is the same as the one shown in our previous study and will be presented briefly here, the
reader is referred to Pejic´ et al. (2017) for full details. The simulated annealing SAWIB algorithm (Garcia
et al., 2013) was used to estimate the t∗ parameter for 398 waveforms of globally distributed earthquakes.
The SAWIB algorithm performs a full synthetic waveform fit to observed waveforms for multiple records
of a single earthquake. SAWIB optimizes multiple parameters until the best fit according to the simulated
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Figure 2. The t∗ estimates obtained in this study. Black lines are portions of
raypaths propagating through the inner core, and filled circles are t∗
estimates plotted in the locations of the bottoming points of their respective
raypaths. The range of the color scale has been adjusted to clearly show the
majority of estimated t∗ parameters and their variety. All estimates larger
than 1.2 plot as gray filled circles (see text for explanation).
annealing algorithm is achieved. One of those parameters is the attenua-
tion parameter t∗. The t∗ parameter is a measure of attenuation, inversely
proportional to quality factorQ. Its definition and application to the study
of the inner core is further discussed in Pejic´ et al. (2017). The t∗ quan-
tity is assigned to the bottoming point of a particular PKP ray. We focused
on the records that show clear PKP arrivals on unfiltered displacement
seismograms, for events of magnitude between 5.5 and 7, and deeper
than 100 km. We used only PKIKP and PKPbc phases, and the data set
spans the epicentral distances between 147◦ and 155◦. All the traces were
downloaded from IRIS DMC database.
The estimated t∗ parameters and the resulting coverage of the inner core
are shown in Figure 2. The t∗ parameter estimated by the SAWIB algo-
rithm can assume discrete values between 0.04 and 4.08; these are the
end values of the t∗ parameter for compressional waves. Most of our t∗
estimates are in the range between 0.04 and 1.2 s. There are, however, a
number of larger estimates and a few observations having values on the
order of 2 and 3 s. When these data are plotted on a scale encompassing
the full range of estimated values, it is impossible to see the global vari-
ety of t∗ parameters because of the majority of them plotting on the lower
end of the color scheme, while a few larger values stand out in a drasti-
cally different color. We choose then to set the boundaries of our color scale to represent the range of the
majority of our estimates, while those estimates that are larger than the ones shown are plotted in gray.
3. Transdimensional Algorithm
The transdimensional posterior probability distribution is defined by Bayes' theorem, which combines prior
knowledge on the modelm and the observed data d:
p(m|d) ∝ p(d|m) × p(m). (1)
where p(m|d) means the probability of having m, given or conditional on d. The term p(m) is called the
prior probability distribution function (Prior PDF) ofmodel parametersm. It represents any knowledge that
we have on the model before we measure the data (Tarantola, 2005). The Prior PDF is set up as uniform
with bounds that encompass all possible values that amodel parameter can assume. The likelihood function
p(d|m) tells us how well a given set of model parameters explain the observed data. We assume that the
errors on our t∗ parameter are independently and normally distributed, which leads to a likelihood function
of the following form:
L = p(d|m) = C · exp [−S(m)] , (2)
where S(m) is given by
S(m) =
||G(m) − d||22
2𝜎2
, (3)
where || · ||2 is L2 norm, G(m) is data predicted from modelm, d is the observed data, and 𝜎2 is data noise
variance. S(m) is measuring the deviation of the observed data from those predicted frommodelm, andC is
a constant. Themodel vectorm is of variable dimension, and the complexity of themodel is to be determined
by the data. This differs from more “classic” optimization schemes, where the complexity of the model is
fixed by the user in advance.
When the noise variance is known, the model that we are inverting for is given bym = [c,Q,n], where c
is a vector of Voronoi cell nodes, Q is a vector of Qp values assigned to each cell, and n is the number of
Voronoi cells, which is itself variable. Since we are not inverting for depth layers, but rather assuming one
approximately 400-km-thick layer of attenuation below the inner core boundary (ICB), vector c has only
two components.
The algorithm follows the approach of Bodin and Sambridge (2009) and can be summarized as follows:
at each iteration, for a given geometry of raypaths, the transdimensional algorithm produces a number
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of Voronoi models (this number depends on the number of Markov chains) m = [c,Q,n] with variable
dimensions from which Bayesian statistics can be computed. Each component of m is given a wide uni-
form distribution ensuring in this way that the models will be dominated by the data, rather than the prior
assumptions. After the new Voronoi models have been computed, the reference model is updated by spa-
tially averaging over the entire ensemble of models. Before the first step the reference model is laterally
homogeneous model of Qp. In this way, the algorithm essentially produces a sequence of random samples
m, each of which is a perturbation of the last, forming a chain. Upon convergence of the Markov chain
these samples will be approximately distributed according to the transdimensional posterior probability dis-
tribution p(m|d). Sampling is based on a variation of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Hastings, 1970;
Metropolis, 1953), the reversible-jumpMarkov chain Monte Carlo (rj-MCMC) sampler (Green, 1995, 2003).
Once the randomwalk is initiated, the algorithm guides the walk by theMetropolis-Hastings rule for transi-
tions between modelsm. This transition proposal from state i to state j is drawn from a proposal probability
distribution q(mi|mj), such that the proposed modelmi is conditional only on the current modelmj. The
newmodelmi drawn from distribution q(mi|mj) is accepted with probability 𝛼(mi|mj). A uniform random
deviate, r, is drawn between 0 and 1. If r ≤ 𝛼, the move is accepted, the current modelmj is replaced with
newmodelmi, and the chain proceeds to the next step. If r > 𝛼, the move is rejected and the current model
is retained for the next iteration of the chain, where the process is repeated. The acceptance probability
𝛼(mi|mj) is given by
𝛼(mi|mj) = min [1,prior ratio × likelihood ratio × proposal ratio × |J|]
= min
[
1,
p(mi)
p(mj)
×
p(d|mi)
p(d|mj) × q(mj|mi)q(mi|mj) × |J|
]
(4)
where the matrix J is the Jacobian of the transformation frommj tomi, and it accounts for the difference in
volume between two spaces of different dimension, or it can account for the transformation of two param-
eterizations with the same number of unknowns (Bodin & Sambridge, 2009; Green, 2003). For the problem
considered here |J| = 1 and it can be ignored (see the Appendix of; Bodin & Sambridge, 2009, for details).
Once the model parameters are randomly initialized by drawing samples from the Prior PDF, the algorithm
proceeds iteratively. Each step of the Markov chain has three stages:
1. Propose a new model from a proposal probability distribution q(mi|mj) such that the proposed modelmi
is conditional only on the current modelmj. This involves one, randomly chosen, type of change:
(i) Change a value of Qp: randomly choose a Voronoi cell from a uniform distribution and change its
assignedQp value according to a Gaussian proposal probability distribution q(Qi|Qj) centered on the
current value Qj. We use symmetric Gaussian proposals for change of value propositions and tune
the standard deviation to achieve reasonable acceptance rates.
(ii)Move a Voronoi node: randomly choose a Voronoi cell and perturb its node according to a spherical
Von Mises probability distribution centered at the current position cj.
(iii) Birth: create a new Voronoi cell by randomly drawing a point on the 2-D sphere. The constant Qp
value for the new cell is sampled from the Prior PDF as this simplifies the acceptance criterion
(equation (4)) for birth/death steps and has been shown to result in better acceptance rates for
birth/death steps (see Dosso et al., 2014).
(iv) Death: delete a Voronoi node randomly from the current set of n cells.
2. Compute t∗ estimates for the proposed Voronoi model. These predicted estimates are compared to the
observed ones to build the likelihood (equation (2)) and the posterior value of the proposedmodel p(m|d).
3. Randomly accept or reject the proposed model according to the acceptance criterion based on the
Metropolis-Hastings rule (equation (4)).
The first part of the chain is discarded as a “burn-in” period after which the random walk is assumed to
be stationary. The output distribution of the algorithm is thinned by including only every nth model in the
ensemble to reduce unwanted correlation between samples within the chain.
When treating data noise as a variable, and running the algorithmhierarchically, the first stage of theMarkov
chain iterations has an additional, fifth, substep, which is changing the noise parameter. In this substep, the
value of the noise parameter is randomly perturbed according to a Gaussian probability density centered
at the current value of noise. One might expect the algorithm to choose higher values for data noise, as
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this would reduce the misfit between the observed and predicted data. However, because of the natural
parsimony associated with Bayesian inference this is not the case.
For more information and details on transdimensional algorithms and tomography the reader is referred to
Mosegaard and Tarantola (1995), Bodin and Sambridge (2009), and Bodin et al. (2012).
4. Implementation of the Algorithm
4.1. Prior PDF
It is possible to use the algorithm in two ways: inverting for log(Qp) and inverting directly for Qp. We have
explored both to see how themodels differ. In each case we chose a uniform Prior PDF on all the parameters
for both cases. This means that before considering the data, we assert that our knowledge of the parameter
type, that is, either Qp or log(Qp), is equally likely to be anywhere between the respective bounds but not
outside. Note that in choosing a uniform Prior PDF on different parameterizations, that is, onQp or log(Qp),
constitutes differing assumptions, which will likely influence the results. In our experiments the algorithm
had difficulties converging when inverting directly for Qp, so we do not present the results of the inversion
for this case but we restrict ourselves to some speculation about what has occurred.
The bounds of the Prior PDFs differ depending on whether the inversion is run in log space or for Qp
directly. A uniformPrior PDFwas chosen aswe did notwish to bias our results toward some referencemodel
for which we do not have good prior information. In the linearized inversion study of Pejic´ et al. (2017)
a Gaussian Prior PDF allowed relatively small deviations from a central, reference, value. This prevented
the solution model to acquire physically unrealistic (extremely high or low) values. In transdimensional
Bayesian approach, however, we do not have the limitations of a fixed grid (i.e., a fixed number of param-
eters) or an explicit regularization term. The solution and its uncertainties depend predominantly on the
data. Setting wide bounds on the uniform Prior PDF means, we consider all the values in between those
bounds equally likely.
Since the algorithm is birthing from the Prior PDF, it will generate a cell with the value of Qp between the
lower and upper bound of the prior. For the case when parameters are Qp (rather than log(Qp)), we set the
lower bound to 0 and the upper bound to 1,000. Both of these values are extreme for the inner core, and
we expect the estimates of Qp to lie between those two values. So when birthing from the Prior PDF and
inverting directly for Qp, the algorithm will create a cell with a Qp value chosen randomly between lower
and upper bounds. A uniform Prior PDF in log space will result in a different prior on Qp. The samples
drawn from a uniform prior in log space will be distributed lognormally. Sampling in log space is therefore
likely to be more efficient than sampling directly for Qp, as the Prior PDF proposal width in log space will
have the same proportional effect on both low and high values of Qp. For example, if we sample directly for
Qp and the prior proposal width is 0.1, then for two different values ofQp—say, 0.1 and 1000—we would get
new values of 0.2 and 999.9 (since the maximum allowed value is 1,000). While the first value has doubled,
the second has barely changed. In log space, the new proposed values are exp[log(0.1) + 0.1] ≈ 0.11 and
exp[log(1000) − 0.1] ≈ 900, and both values have changed by the same relative amounts. So when sampling
in log space, birthing from the Prior PDF will preferentially create a new cell with low Qp values. For this
reason, we have set the lower bound of the uniform prior in log space to 0, and the upper bound to 6.9, which
is equivalent to Qp ≈ 1, 000. The Prior PDF proposal width was adjusted on a case-to-case basis in order to
achieve acceptance rates as close as possible to 50%. It is likely that this difference in proposals is affecting
the rate of convergence of the algorithm and causing the aforementioned difficulties in convergence when
inverting directly for Qp.
4.2. Noise and Likelihood
Data noise variance 𝜎 (shown in equation (3)) is defined as a product of data noise 𝜎d and the scaling
hierarchical parameter 𝜆
𝜎 = 𝜎d · 𝜆. (5)
With this definition we can write the likelihood, equation (2), in the following form:
L = p(d|m) = C · exp[||p(m) − d||22
2𝜎2d𝜆2
]
. (6)
The negative logarithm of likelihood,
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Figure 3. Cubed sphere input model for the synthetic tests. The model has
six cells with Qp value ranging from a 100 to 600 in steps of a 100. The
image in the middle shows the model centered on the equator and the
zeroth meridian. The images to its left and right are centered on the
longitude of 270◦ and 90◦, respectively, while the ones above it and below it
are centered at the latitude of 90◦ and −90◦, respectively. This allows to
inspect the recovered model from various perspectives, including the
polar ones.
− log(L) = −
||p(m) − d||22
2𝜎2d𝜆2
+ C, (7)
is a measure of data misfit. In synthetic tests we use data predicted from
the model and add Gaussian noise to the data. For example, if we set the
standard deviation of theGaussian to 𝜖, then any given predicted datum t∗p
is described as t∗p = t
∗
i ± 𝜖, where t
∗
i is raw predicted datum from the input
model. In this case the value 𝜖 is the “true” value of noise in the synthetic
data. When performing synthetic tests hierarchically, that is, when data
noise is a parameter of the inversion, 𝜎d is fixed to value 𝜖, while 𝜆 is
allowed to change. We can see from equation (5) that if 𝜆 attains a value
around 1.0, 𝜎 will be approximately equal to 𝜎d, which means the data
noise is properly resolved.
When using the algorithm with real data t∗, we assume 𝜎d = 1.0 and
again allow 𝜆 to change. Equation (5) tells us then that the estimated
value of 𝜆 will be the estimate of actual noise 𝜎 in our data. We show
the histograms for 𝜆 and taking its maximum as the noise estimate for
hierarchically run algorithm in both synthetic and real data cases.
4.3. Inversion Details
In synthetic tests we used 9Markov chains for 3 million steps each, while
with real data 24 chainswere used.We performed the inversion hierarchi-
cally, that is, treating the noise as a parameter of the inversion as described
above. The maximum number of Voronoi cells allowed in the model was
200. This should be ample for our case, as we expect to not have the res-
olution scale lengths equivalent to much more than 30 cells in the model. The McMC algorithm produces
dependent samples, that is, the next step is dependent on the last; however, our objective is to gather statis-
tically independent samples. To encourage independent samples, it is best practice to discard the first steps
in the chain, here we set at a million samples, and also “thin the chain,” in our case by taking only every
100th model. Discarding these “burn-in” steps lets the chain “forget” where it started, and by thinning over
a sufficient number of samples encourages independence. See Brooks et al. (2011) for detailed discussions
Figure 4. The recovered spatial median of 180,000 models in the synthetic example discussed in section 5, which
compares well with the true cubed sphere model shown in Figure 3. The standard deviation of added Gaussian noise to
predicted t∗ values was 𝜎d = 0.1, and the inversion was performed with noise as a free parameter and using log(Qp) as
the model parameter. Qpmin = 103, Qpmax = 731. As expected, the recovery is commensurate with the raypath coverage
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 5. The dQ is the calculated standard deviation of the ensemble of attenuation models, and it is divided by the
mean of the ensemble of attenuation models. Hence, the maps in the figure show a percentage of deviation of Qp from
its mean value for 180,000 models in the synthetic example for the cubed sphere input model shown in Figure 3. The
standard deviation of added Gaussian noise to predicted t∗ values was 𝜎d = 0.1. The inversion was performed with
noise as a free parameter and using log(Qp) as the model parameter.
on these issues. Since each step of the chain changes XX parameters andwe have YY parameters every 100th
step means that each parameter can in theory change KK times, and we make the assumption that this is
sufficient to allow independence. For our case then this gives us 20,000 pseudo-independent models (sam-
ples) per chain. The collected output samples from all chains after burn-in is referred to as the “ensemble.”
We compute the necessary statistical moments of this ensemble and show its median and standard devia-
tion in the figures below. We show the median of the ensemble because our Prior PDF has Qp lognormally
distributed.
5. Synthetic Tests
The input model for synthetic tests is a cubed sphere model shown in Figure 3. It has six cells with Qp value
ranging between a 100 and 600, in steps of a 100. The standard deviation ofGaussian noise added to predicted
t∗ values was 𝜎 = 0.1. We show the ensemble median and the uncertainty in Figures 4 and 5. The median
of Qp over the globe ranges from between 103 and 731. The uncertainty is computed by taking the standard
deviation of the ensemble of recovered models and dividing by the mean value of the ensemble of the same
models. This then gives us a percentage of deviation of the recovered attenuation Qp from its mean value.
As expected, this deviation is the highest around presumed Voronoi cell boundaries because the cells from
differing models within the ensemble will create different overlaps, that is, the cells will not be exactly the
same size and/or shape across every model in every chain. In the synthetic input model these boundaries
are strictly given but are recovered with varying degrees of accuracy; hence, the biggest deviation of Qp for
a synthetic model is found along those boundaries.
In Figure 4 the color scale is clipped at the largest value shown—every value larger than the maximum of
the color scale (Q = 700) is plotted in the colour of that maximum.
The histogram for number of cells is shown in Figure 6 and shows a maximum at the correct value of the
input model, marked by vertical red line. The histogram for the scaling hierarchical parameter is shown in
Figure 7. This last histogram shows a Gaussian distribution with a maximum frequency at 1.03, signifying
well-sampled parameter space and well-recovered input noise. We can conclude from these tests that the
recovery of the underlying model should be reasonably good. On average, however, beam focusing effects
and underestimation of attenuation is likely in the Southeast Asia region.
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Figure 6. A histogram of recovered number of cells for the synthetic example of the CS model with 𝜎 = 0.1 of added
Gaussian noise to predicted data, and noise is treated as a free parameter of the inversion. Recall that the initial
number of cells is set to 6 (see Figure 3). The maximum is centered on the true number of cells in the input model,
indicated by the red line. The histogram shows that the majority of the models recovered from synthetic data in this
example have six cells representing a total of six different inner core attenuation regions. This coincides with the input
synthetic CS model shown in Figure 3. CS = cubed sphere.
6. Results
Figures 8 and 9 show the ensemble median and the uncertainty for this case. The minimum andmaximum
values obtained for median Qp are 47 and 643, respectively. As explained above in section 5, the uncer-
tainty is computed by taking the standard deviation of the ensemble of recovered models and dividing by
the mean value of the ensemble of the same models, which gives us the percentage of deviation of atten-
uation from its mean value. In this case, with real data, the boundaries between cells are not obvious as
in the case of strictly imposed synthetic models, except around the region of the inner core beneath South
America. The ring-like structures with large uncertainties that we observe around South America region are
a consequence of Voronoi cell parameterization in transdimensional inversions. A characteristic of mobile
Figure 7. Histogram of the scaling hierarchical parameter for the synthetic data noise shows a Gaussian distribution
with a maximum around 1.0 signifying well-sampled parameter space and correctly recovered input noise for the
synthetic test. The reader is reminded that the noise 𝜎 is given by equation (5), and in the case of synthetic tests, the
hierarchical parameter 𝜆 equal to 1.0 indicates well-recovered noise added to the synthetic data. Section 4.2 provides
detailed explanation on treatment of data noise in the inversion.
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Figure 8. Ensemble median of Qp for the upper inner core. The inversion was performed with data noise 𝜎 as a free
parameter and using log(Qp) as the model parameter. Qpmin = 47, Qpmax = 643.
Voronoi cells is that they produce regions of multimodal posteriors, which results in the ring-like struc-
tures of large magnitude in posterior standard deviation (Hawkins et al., 2018). The histogram of recovered
number of cells for this ensemble has a maximum at 7 (Figure 10). This histogram also shows no models
with number of parameters greater than 22, which is fewer than in the fixed parameterization used by Pejic´
et al. (2017). This smaller number of parameters makes sense, given the sparse coverage of our data set. His-
togram in Figure 11 shows that the hierarchical parameter, equivalent to estimated noise, has a maximum
at 𝜎 = 0.36. This value is in good agreement with values estimated from the L-curve and the Discrepancy
Principle performed by Pejic´ et al. (2017), where they were 0.17 and 0.38, respectively.
Low attenuation is observed in the region of the inner core beneath the Atlantic and Africa, and high atten-
uation is observed in the regions beneath the Indian ocean, Southeast Asia, and Australia. This attenuation
Figure 9. The dQ is the calculated standard deviation of the ensemble of attenuation models, and it is divided by the
mean of the ensemble of attenuation models. Hence, the maps in the figure show a percentage of deviation of Qp from
its mean value for the ensemble of attenuation models. The inversion was performed with data noise 𝜎 as a free
parameter and using log(Qp) as the model parameter.
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Figure 10. Histogram for number of cells in the ensemble of models for Qp of the upper inner core. The inversion was
performed with data noise 𝜎 as a free parameter and using log(Qp) as the model parameter. The maximum of the
histogram is centered on seven cells, signifying that the majority of the models recovered in the inversion have seven
cells (seven distinct values of Qp recovered).
is only slightly lower in the inner core below the western Pacific and then increases again and is the high-
est beneath Central America. Again, we observe an anomalously high attenuation in some regions of the
inner core beneath South America. While such a low Qp seems highly unlikely in the inner core, all these
results potentially point to a significantly higher attenuation in that region than anywhere else in the core.
Additionally, we also observe higher uncertainties in that region. Hawkins et al. (2018) pointed out that
while discontinuities in the 2-D field in the transdimensional inversion will lead to large standard deviation,
the large standard deviation does not necessarily imply discontinuities in the field. The region of the inner
core beneath South America requires further study and measurements in order to establish whether there
potentially exists a prominent discontinuity of attenuation in that part of the inner core. Overall, the results
obtained from transdimensional inference are in a good agreement with the ones obtained from linearized
inversion in Pejic´ et al. (2017).
Figure 11. A histogram of hierarchical parameter, equivalent to estimated data noise 𝜎, shows a maximum at
𝜎 = 0.36. The inversion was performed using log(Qp) as the model parameter. Data noise is defined in equation (5).
For inversion runs with real data the quantity 𝜎d in equation (5) is set to 1.0; hence, the hierarchical scaling parameter
𝜆 is then an estimate of real data noise.
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7. Discussion and Interpretation
Our results consistently show high inner core attenuation in the region beneath Asia, the Indian Ocean, and
Australia, with slightly lower attenuation extending over the region beneath Pacific and then again reach-
ing its peak in the region beneath Central America and northern parts of South America. We observe low
inner core attenuation beneath the South Atlantic and most of Africa. Transdimensional inference points
to lower attenuation in the regions beneath Antarctica, and slightly higher attenuation beneath the North
Pole; however, we refrain from interpreting these areas because we have limited coverage there.
Over the past years various geodynamical scenarios have been proposed to explain seismic observations,
both in compressional velocity in the inner core and observed attenuation (see Tkalcˇic´, 2017, for extensive
discussion). Interpretations have specifically been focused on the apparent hemispherical structure observed
since the early nineties. Most of these mechanisms highlight different areas of the presumed crystallization
of the ICB and the effect of the crystallization rate on the porosity ofmedium forming the topmost part of the
inner core. Porosity is defined as the ratio of the volume of void space (e.g., liquid inclusions) in the material
and the total bulk volume of thematerial. Permeability will be high for well connected liquid inclusions and
low for well isolated liquid inclusions with many boundaries between them.
According to Sumita and Olson (1999) cold and warm fronts develop in the outer core, leading to a rapid
crystallization on the cold, western, side of the inner core. Higher porosity was argued to produce a material
with lower compressional velocity. If that scenario is true, then faster crystallization rate results in higher
porosity presumably trapping the liquid inclusions in their initial state and not providing enough time for
isolating boundaries to form. Higher porosity also causes lower compressional velocity and lower attenua-
tion, as the propagating waves will travel through less dense material and slow down, and at the same time
interact with fewer material boundaries and lose less energy through scattering. In order for this scenario
to explain the previous seismic observation of lower velocities and lower attenuation in the quasi-western
hemisphere (qWH) and higher velocities and higher attenuation in the quasi-eastern hemisphere (qEH) of
the inner core, one must conclude that the qWH crystallizes faster and is colder than the qEH. In light of
this mechanism our attenuation results point to fast crystallization over Southeast Asia, the Indian Ocean,
and Australia, and potentially even higher rate of crystallization beneath the Central America and north-
ern parts of South America. This would imply highly porous material beneath Atlantic and Africa, and less
porous material with smaller grains beneath the belt covering Asia-Pacific, which agrees with the study of
Stroujkova and Cormier (2004).
Aubert et al. (2008) propose a differentmechanismof crystallization and grain formation by coupling the ICB
to the thermal anomalies of the lowermostmantle. According to theirmodels thermal flow through the outer
core (OC) is dominated by wide downwelling and upwelling cyclones. The center feature of their model is
a cold, downwelling cyclone beneath Southeast Asia, bringing cold fluid to the ICB. It is speculated that
this is the region of fastest growth (fastest crystallization) and formation of well-isolated liquid inclusions
and more randomly spaced dendrites. This is the opposite mechanism to the one suggested by Sumita and
Olson (1999). Here we have formation of less porous material through fast crystallization while Sumita and
Olson (1999) proposed the other way around. So according to the model of Aubert et al. (2008) it is the qEH
that crystallizes faster and is colder than the qWH, which is the opposite conclusion form the one reached
following the mechanism of Sumita and Olson (1999). The mechanisms explaining seismic observations of
velocities and attenuation are nevertheless the same; however, they predict different dynamics for the two
hemispheres of the inner core. Gubbins et al. (2011) also conclude that qEH crystallizes faster, but their
models assume narrow downwellings and widespread upwellings in the OC, and the ICB is a permeable
boundary, allowing the heat flow to go to and from the IC. This scenario explains the F layer at the bottom
of the OC and induces partial melting in the areas affected by downwelling hot fluid but otherwise predicts
a similar scenario to the one by Aubert et al. (2008) in terms of the hemispheres. The big difference is that
this model does not require the ICB to be locked to the thermal anomalies of the lowermost mantle.
The classic viewof the inner core hemispherical structure (of isotropic velocity) has its roots in the earlywork
of Shearer and Toy (1991), who described the pattern observed in the differential travel times of PKPbc and
PKIKPwaves as amanifestation of aspherical symmetry in inner core structure. Later work by Niu andWen
(2001) focusing on differential travel times of PKiKP and PKIKPwaves confirmed hemispherical dichotomy.
Although differential PKiKP and PKIKP travel time can only reach down to about 85 km beneath the inner
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core surface, this is to date, arguably, the best constrained inner core-sensitive data set, which convincingly
confirms that hemispherical dichotomy of the uppermost inner core.
It is worth noting that our results do not conform to the classic view of the hemispheres. On the contrary, we
observe high attenuation in the qEH and it extends all the way through most of the qWH hemisphere. It is
only a small part of the qWH, namely, beneath Atlantic and Africa where the observed attenuation is lower.
In that sense, our observations support both of the above scenarios—fast crystallization in the qEH, beneath
southeast Asia, Australia, and eastern Pacific, and potentially even higher crystallization rate in one part of
the qWH, beneath parts of the western Pacific and Central and South America. What this means for grain
formation and porosity of the material is unclear and beyond the scope of this study.
Monnereau et al. (2010) and Alboussière et al. (2010) propose an eastward translation of the material in the
IC. This translation creates a positive ICB topography in the qEH and negative topography in the qWH. The
qEH thus experiences melting, a phase change acting to reduce the excess topography, while qWH experi-
ences crystallization acting to add to the reduced topography. Thismeans the presence of large grains (on the
order of several kilometers) in the qEH and small grains (on the order of hundreds of meters) in the qWH.
This scenario is the exact opposite of the one suggested by Aubert et al. (2008) and Gubbins et al. (2011).
In that scenario our results would mean melting and formation of large grains in the Asia-Pacific belt, and
crystallization and formation of small grains below Africa and Atlantic. The downside of this model pro-
posed by Monnereau et al. (2010) and Alboussière et al. (2010) is that convection in the IC depends entirely
on its viscosity and thermal conductivity. Convection requires an inner core viscosity of more than 1018 Pa s
(Deguen et al., 2013), which is several orders of magnitude larger than the current reported values (Deuss,
2014, and references therein). In addition, Pozzo et al. (2014) have modeled the electrical and thermal con-
ductivity of pure iron and two iron-silicon solid solutions matching the seismically determined ICB density
jump at the temperature and pressure conditions of the Earth's inner core. They found that the thermal
conductivity is almost 4 times larger than the highest values currently in use, making the thermal diffusion
time comparable to estimates of the inner core age. Their simple calculation appropriate to the early Earth
shows the inner core to be thermally stable unless a core-mantle boundary (CMB) heat flux 3–5 times higher
than present-day estimates could be sustained at the time. This means that the convection (and translation,
being a mode of convection) is highly unlikely. Their calculations suggest that thermal convection in the
inner core was unlikely even in its earlier stages.
Gomi and Hirose (2015) reached a similar conclusion by measuring the electrical resistivity of iron-nickel
alloys in a diamond-anvil cell up to 70 GPa and 300 K. They use their calculated values to estimate the
isentropic heat flow at the top of the inner core. The heat flow at the topmost outer core was estimated to
be 13.9 and 10.9 TW for high and low CMB temperatures, respectively, which is in line with the CMB heat
flow of 5–15 TW estimated from the mantle side (Gomi &Hirose, 2015, and references therein). In order for
thermal convection to occurwithout compositional buoyancy, the CMBheat flowmust exceed the isentropic
heat flow at the top of the outer core mentioned above. Recognizing that ICB heat flow is equivalent to
secular cooling of the inner core, they then calculated the CMB heat flow from energy balance of the core
and found that the obtained CMB heat flow is 38.3 TW and 31.2 TW for high and low temperature cases,
respectively. These values are significantly larger than recent 5- to 15-TW range. All of this suggests that
the thermal conduction is sufficiently strong to suppress the thermal convection in the present-day inner
core. However, recently, Gubbins et al. (2013) performed numerical evaluations of partitioning of oxygen,
sulfur, and silicon in binary iron alloys and found that partition coefficients decrease with temperature,
leading to a lowering of the concentration of light elements with radius in the inner core. This results in an
unstable density gradient that is weak but strong enough to produce convection in the inner core, including
the translational mode.
While not studied here, seismic anisotropy is a clear observed signal, which can provide us with additional
constraints on possible geodynamical scenarios of the inner core. The inner core consists of large number
of crystals which can only appear anisotropic if they are aligned in the same direction. There are two pos-
sible regimes for this alignment to happen (see, e.g., review by Bergman, 2003; Tkalcˇic´ & Kennett, 2008;
Tkalcˇic´, 2017, and references therein): solidification texturing and deformation texturing. In the solidifica-
tion texturing regime one possibility is the alignment with themagnetic field; however, it is unclear whether
this field is strong enough to produce said alignment. The other scenario is that the solidification of the
inner core creates dendritic crystal structures aligned with the flow in the outer core. If the fast axis of the
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Figure 12. Final attenuation models from the linearized inversion of Pejic´ et al. (2017; top) and this study (bottom)
shown on the same projection for easier comparison.
crystals is aligned with the rotation axis, then the outer core flow extracts more heat at the equator, which
in turn results in the formed dendrites aligning in the equatorial plane. This model explains the increase in
anisotropy with depth, and the attenuation anisotropy observed with body waves.
The deformation texturing after solidification regime offers three differentmechanisms: (1) thermal convec-
tion, which, as we have just seen, is unlikely (Gomi &Hirose, 2015; Pozzo et al., 2014) but possible (Gubbins
et al., 2013); (2) deformation by theMaxwell stress of themagnetic field, which aligns the fast axis parallel to
the equator and cannot explain the anisotropywhere fast axis is along the rotation axis; and (3) predominant
growth of the inner core at the equator, which would result in radial anisotropy that would appear isotropic
to body waves and explain the isotropic layer at the top of the inner core, but not the deeper anisotropy of
the inner core. It is possible that some of these different mechanisms may be operating at the same time in
different regions of the inner core.
If we are, however, looking for the simplest interpretation of our results, then in order to keep in line all of
the above studies we can point out that our attenuation observations point to solidification of the inner core
structures aligned with the flow in the outer core. This leads us back to the models proposed by Aubert et al.
(2008) and Gubbins et al. (2011), and fast rate of crystallization beneath the Indian Ocean and Southeast
Asia and possibly even higher rate of crystallization beneath Central America and western Pacific. Our
results agree well with those of Attanayake et al. (2014), Iritani et al. (2014), and Iritani et al. (2014) who
observed a similar pattern, and the assumption of solidification texturing aligned with the flow in the outer
core accounts for the observed seismic anisotropy.
8. Conclusions
We performed transdimensional Bayesian inversion of attenuation data, using Voronoi cells defined on a
spherical surface of uniform thickness. The result of one such inversion is an ensemble, in our case, of
4.8 million models (20,000 samples per chain, and 24 chains) of attenuation parameter Qp, from which we
obtained the relevant statistical moments. Histograms for number of Voronoi cells in the model and for the
hierarchical parameter provide us with an estimate of model complexity and noise in the data, respectively.
Our results support multiple implications for the structure and dynamics of the inner core. The reader is
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reminded that we did not account for depth changes of attenuation in our algorithm, simply because we
do not have enough well-distributed observations to make any assumptions about the depth dependence.
The results shown and discussed in this study should be interpreted as an average lateral attenuation of
≈ 400-km-thick layer within the inner core.
One clear observation in our solutions is their difference from the widely accepted hemispherical attenua-
tion structure with boundaries defined as in Tanaka and Hamaguchi (1997) and later studies (e.g., Waszek
& Deuss, 2013). These boundaries extend from 44◦E to 177◦E for the Eastern and from 183◦W to 43◦E for
the Western Hemispheres, and they were first reported for travel time anomalies, but later accepted for
attenuation as well (e.g., Cao & Romanowicz, 2004; Wen et al., 2002). Our own results do not support these
boundaries. Results from linearized (Pejic´ et al., 2017) and transdimensional inversion are reproduced here
using the same projections for easier comparison in Figure 12. We observe a high attenuation in what was
previously considered to be the eastern hemisphere, and this is in agreement with early studies of inner
core attenuation. However, what was considered to be the Western Hemisphere is clearly more complex.
In early studies this was presented as a region of low attenuation throughout but we can see in our results
that the attenuation reaches its peak over the western Pacific and parts of Central and South America. It
also reaches its low in that selfsame Western Hemisphere just beneath the Atlantic and Africa. So we can
divide the “Western Hemisphere” into two regions: one with high attenuation and the other with low atten-
uation. This type of pattern is in agreement with the studies of Attanayake et al. (2014), Iritani et al. (2014),
and Iritani et al. (2014). Our results are specifically in agreement with Figure 4 of Iritani et al. (2014), when
one takes into account the depth extent of our data set, which approximately covers the middle third of the
depth extent of their models for three regions within the inner core. Our tomograms are therefore provid-
ing a perspective on the inner core structure different from the purely hemispherical one. We should be
cautious when interpreting the extremely high attenuation beneath Central and South America, as the Qp
factor for that region is uncharacteristically low. It is possible that this part of the solution is influenced
by a few large t∗ estimates that then control the inversion process and that removing them would result in
lower attenuation in that region. The SAWIB algorithm used to estimate the t∗ parameters uses ray theory
and can potentially overestimate measurements on diffracted waves. We have, however, visually inspected
all of the waveform fits and carefully selected the ones we used for data points. Furthermore, transdimen-
sional inversion provides a more realistic estimate of the uncertainties, computed from the models within
the ensemble. Therefore, we have no reasons to disregard the high attenuation beneath Central America as
a valid inference. Our results are supportive of the role the lowermost mantle plays in mapping the thermal
features onto the inner core surface, through the flow within the outer core.
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